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I. Introduction

In this thesis, I

"The Image of

will

America"

describe my deep impressions about

through the

eyes of a

foreigner. Mywork

is usually an expression of my inner self, my feelings, experiences,

concepts, dreams and hopes. An idea
expression.

or thing

is the source

The purpose of my thesis to present my ideas

image of America. To project these
and design elements such as

ideas,

I used

line, shape, color,

offered me a wide range of characteristics.

of

on

my

this

various metals

and

form which

To break though the

limitations of color in using metal, I introduced the technique of oil
painting.

About four years ago
of

my interest in this

very important
metals work

country.

position

,

I decided to study in America because
The United States

of America

is in a

in the Art world at this present time. The

coming from America

sets

the standard and direction in

design and craftsmanship for the craft community worldwide, and
knowledge of this work has influenced every aspect of my own
artwork.

Having tried to express my feelings about America since I
started to

thesis

on

study in this country two years ago, I decided to base my
these thoughts.

When I began my thesis work, I intended to

"American Image".

"What is America?".

My first idea was the

image of an eagle. The eagle is the symbol
represents strength and
used

of America, which

freedom. With this thought in my mind, I

my feelings and intuition to

create the design. The shape of

my work is very abstract and austere. I
reflect

reflect on

simplified

the eagle form to

my inner self, and my happiness and hardships while serving

in a foreign

country.

The

use of color

in my work helps to portray

these feelings more vividly.

The abstraction of my work allows different images to form

in

peoples'

minds.

My inner self presents

ways. Whether it appears as an eagle or

itself in many different

rocket, the message

of

power and strength is still apparent.

I divided my thesis work
part

is

realistic compared with

by shape into three
the other two.

parts.The first

The shapes of the eagles are very severe, two dimensional
works.

They exist on only one plain,

and act on the

body merely

as ornamentation.

The second
eagle

part

is more abstract, and while the shape of the

design is not yet three

dimensional, they have

some volume

to them.

They still exist very close to the body and describe it.

The third

part contains

the largest pieces

completely three dimensional. The forms

of my work, which are
exist

separately from the

body, sculpting the human form to my desires.

The oil paintings on of these jewelry pieces show American scenery.
All of the titles of my pieces arise from the scenery I have painted on
small metal areas.

I have traveled to many places in this massive country, but
could not

fully realize how it looked

until I started

to paint the scenic

impressions from my memories as part of my jewelry pieces. The
paintings are

very abstract,

with colors

that describe my feelings

about

the represented symbols

impressed

of places with which

I

was most

with.

Painting on metal is very interesting because it breaks the
limitations

of color which metal possesses.

II. Eagle 1

In this phase

my work the

of

pieces are

less abstract eagle shapes in comparison

simplified,

with other pieces.

The forms used have the eagle within them and
been
of

put

they have

into an almost cubistic style, so that only the

"eagle"

feeling

is apparent.

Painted landscapes

are used on

these

jewelry pieces,

is the consistant part of my pieces.

which

A. Lake (illustration 1

The

)

image is represented

entire eagle

emphasizing

softer

feelings

here,

and a sense of freedom.

convey these thoughts by using

curved

I

lines and rounded

forms.

I was impressed

by both the

size and peacefulness of

Lake Ontario. This large lake is one of the Great Lakes in

the United States

flag. I

symbolized

painting

on metal.

and

this

has the blue color of the United States
peacefulness with

the

deep

blue

The materials are silver, gold, gold
and oil
0.5"

paint,

and

it functions

The techniques I

.

metal,

open

work,

My first
power,
titled

image

which I

used are

die

The

stainless steel

size is

7"

5"

x

x

forming, marriage

leaf and painting on

gold

B. Road (illustration

as a pin.

leaf,

of

metal.

2)

of

this country was one

of strength and

have represented with straight lines.

1

)

My work

has a very feminine quality

_Lake(illus

compared with

the the

more masculine

Road

piece.

With this piece have I expressed my feelings about the

many freeways and highways in this

many,

andtheyaresovast.

country.

They go

There

are so

everywhere with speed

and thrust. The abilityto travel is a true expression of

freedom.

The
oil

paint,

materials are

and

techniques I

silver, nickel,

gold

leaf,

it functions as a pin. It's size is

used are

die

forming,

metal.

6

kum

bu,

stainless

9"

and

3"

x

x

steel,

r The
.

painting

on

C. Grassland (illustration

The

3)

entire shape of this piece is the representation of

the eagle's wing and

beak, and the wing's

in the

shape

in this area with

also attempted a sculptural effect

sky.

I

erect

zigzag lines..

One

interesting aspect

really wide fields

exit.

United States is that

of grass are everywhere.

from my memories
arrived

of the

of a

I painted this

huge field I had seen

in this country. In my country, such a

There are many

empty land was a

people and

shock

to

when

thing

I first

does not

too little space. The vast

me and when

found that my country had shrunk

and

I went

home,

I

become crowded.

The materials are silver, 24K gold, stainless steel, and
oil

paint,

and functions as a pin.

The techniques I

used are

It's size is 1

inlay and painting

0"

x

3"

x

r

on metal.

.

III. Eagle 2

Compared with Eagle I, Eagle ii iscloserto being three
dimensional. It

contains much more

volume, but

still exists

on a single plain.

A characteristic of this piece is that the lines bend
around the

chest, the shoulder,

and the neck.

The

materials, the sizes,

and techniques are similar to Eagle I.

A. Rock (Illustration

4)

Rock is
of

a chest pin that

I designed from my concept

the eagle's beak. It is supposed to be placed

middle of the

chest

line,

chest,

and

The

so that

as though

color.

enough

if I

the chest height.

to swallow entire cities. I

it was very windy that
was not

wind and swept

The wind

same as

of

is the Grand Canyon with huge cliffs and

gaping valleys, large
remember

in the

the line goes with the side

its height is the

subject

right

careful, I

away into the

day when

would

void.

by brushing techniques,

I was there. I felt

be sucked up

by the

I described it in painting:
and

the huge rock with

The forms also echo the windsock, showing my desire

8

to restrain this

threatening wind.

The materials are silver,
and stainless steel and it
3"

x

1

.

ivory,

functions

1 4K gold, 24K gold,

as a pin.

The technique used is painting

B. Sunset (Illustration

of

on metal.

the eagle's wing. I tried

interesting by avoiding

the body. It fits the

this pin, the
The

similar patterns or

shoulder perfectly.

When people

the painting is the sunset. I am sure

subject of

matterwhich season

have

it is. I

used

Rochester,

no

the colors of those sunsets I

observed.

The

materials are

paintings,
.

wear

feeling is very comfatible.

that sunset time is the most beautiful time in

1

x

I made it to go overthe shoulder line from the front of

size.

oil

6"

5)

This piece uses two parts
to make it more

It is size is

and

stainless steel and

it functions as a pin. The size 1

The techniques

painting.

silver, 24K gold,

are

die

forming,

2"

x

kum bu and oil

3"

x

C. Night of Desertf Illustration

Night
and

of

Desert

6)

reflects

the eagle's

body, the beak,

the tail. There are two soaring eagles depicted in a

semi

-circularfashion

and also

so

it fits the

has the characteristic

upper part of the chest

of a necklace.

In this painting I tried to capture the image

of the

desert in New Mexico. The first attempt reflected the

burning
with

desert

during the

day.

By accident, I really burned

the soldering torch. It came

initially thought,
night

out much

and gave me the

it

better than I

impression

of that

desert

in New Mexico.

The

painting

material

and

is silver, 24K gold, stainless steel and oil

it functions

as a pin.

The techniques I used are die
on metal.

10

Its size is 1

forming,

6"

0"

x

x

1

.5".

kum bu and painting

IV. Eagle 3

This piece has a very sculptural

intent, with three

dimensions. This means that it has a front view,
and

back view. I designed it

jewelry piece.

as

clothing

and not

The bra and arm pin in this

interpretations

of

side views

just as a

sense of are

this idea.

A. Rochester Weather Bra (Illustration

7)

I tried to avoid the usual idea of jewelry pieces
design of a bigger
metal.

gave

piece.

as

stayed

subject of the

by using

as

painting is Rochester weather. I

and most of those days were

weather

to function

sculptural effect.

in Rochester for two years,

very cold winds. I

piece

jewelry. I transformed three wings and

the impression of a

The

by the

I tried to create a fashion with

My intention was to make a

clothing as well

my

expressed

except

summertimes,

snowy with gray

clouds and

my dissatisfaction

symbolic colors such as

and white.

11

with

the

gray, black, brown

The material is silver,

paint,

and

it functions

brass,

B.Vtove (Illustration

Forthis

piece

shoulder,

a

x

This

of

x 1

0".

on metal.

the eagles,

work goes around

the edge

little bit above the flow on the arm.
unique compared with

my other

work

because I haven't used any paint. Instead

used

24K gold sheets,

The

2"

forming and painting

I simplified two

This piece is very

sunshine on

1

8)

juxtaposing their images.
of the

Its size is 1 1

as a pin.

The techniques I used are die

stainless steel and oil

trying to

express the

of

painting, I

huge waves and

the Pacific Ocean shore in California.

material

is silver, 24K gold and

functions as an arm pin.
techniques are die

The

size

forming and

12

1

0"

brass,

5"

x

kumbu.

4"

x

.

and

The

it

V. CONCLUSION

From the point
express
used

of view of a

my impressions

the shape

of this

foreigner,

I have tried to

country during my stay here. I

of the eagle as a physical

feature,

because it is the

symbol of the United States. I have incorporated small paintings to

my feelings about America.

express

The most important
lines. The
curved

straight

element

in my thesis is the shape of the

lines, to me, symbolize strength,

and

the

lines symbolize the freedom of this country. In America, the

environment

influences not only life, but also creation freely.

Therefore, my work will be touched by America forever.
I

created

my work from my point

my vision is different from that

of an

of view as a

foreigner;

I feel

American, but I hope that my

interest is accessible to all. I have expressed myselftruetomywork
and

this work is part of myself.

13
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